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ACROSS
Heart procedure that's tedious not supported 
by hospital (4)

1

Develop organised search with terrific 
grounding, say (5,5)

3

Stoic lad worked with one on joint problem 
(11)

9

Issue of stock is worthless (3)11
Formal gathering backed protest destined to 
fail (6)

12

Crown recalled one Duke opposed to war (8)13
Numerical fact is connected to time divided 
into constant (9)

14

Hound dog decapitated bird of prey (5)16
Power is stripped from distracted cashier (5)17
Canary Islands port and resort invested in new 
mall, for instance (3,6)

19

Unfair treatment is held against us in view of 
old sorcerer (8)

21

Entertaining show about underdeveloped 
country? (6)

22

The nag must not be labelled a female? (3)25
Troops trapped in a block don't surrender (11)26
Animated film producer isn't led astray in 
style (4,6)

27

Reduced quantity of sales surely should be 
cheaper (4)

28

DOWN
Copyright and amended deed should be 
handed over (5)

1

Symptom of disease sprang up on molar's 
filling (7)

2

Hang around Vienna, say (4)4
Shades worn by island people causing trouble 
(9)

5

Trick team helping with analysis (13)6
Nearly all not telling the truth could be 
banding together (7)

7

To what extent almost nothing inside it is 
military hardware (9)

8

Single performance about ending that's badly 
written (3-5,5)

10

Sailor's craft spotted transporting offenders 
with heroin (9)

14

Cables set up supporting member with 
hammer (9)

15

Nitrogen absorbed by a laser damaged 
weapons factory (7)

18

Spiked club split by the forged knife (7)20
Regular is climbing places (5)23
Outline elements of unfounded generalisation 
(4)
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